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SUMMARY 

The objective of this contract was to provide program maintenance to the 

Roadway Design System (RDS), to upgrade the program documentation to reflect 

Version 4.0 of RDS, to revise and update the self-instructional training materials, 

and to provide system enhancements on a time available basis. This work has been 

performed as follows: 

1. The program maintenance which has been forwarded to the Federql 

Highway Administr~tion at intervals throughout this contract is 

in the form of program corrections, deletions or additions. 

2. The program documentation has been upgraded to reflect the 

current version of the Roadway Design System. One reproducible 

copy of the documentation changes was furnished. 

3. The self-instructional training materials that were prepared by 

~ Roy Jorgensen Associates, Inc., have been revised and updated. 

A copy of the revised self-instructional training course ready 

for reproduction was also furnished. 

4. Numerous system enhancements have been incorporated into RDS 

and these are detailed in this report. 

iii 



IMPLEMENTATION 

The Roadway Design System is a valuable tool of the Highway Design Engineer. 

Portions of the System hav~ been used for more than four years,and the full system 

has been in production for about two years. All program changes and enhancements 

that have been made in the System under this contract have already beeo placed into 

the production environment of the Texas Highway Department and of the other users. 

The program documentation and user manual which reflect these changes have 

been updated and forwarded to FHWA. The self-instructional course has also been 

(~ d .., up ated and forwarded to FHWA. 

"--
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c 
MAINTENANCE AND REFINEMENT OF THE ROADWAY DESIGN SYSTEM 

I. Introduction 

The Roadway Design System (RDS) which is a tool for-Highway Designers was 

developed by the Division of Automation of the Texas Highway Department in coopera

tion with the Federal Highway Administration. The programming standards established 

for the original TIES programs and implemented under HPR Project 1-(6), 1-19-67-107 

were used throughout the project. RDS has already been released by the Federal 

Highway Administration to interested states and the capabilities of the system have 

been published in the following Research Reports: 

Report No. 

72D-104R-2 

171-1 

171-.2 

171-3F 

Title 

Roadway Design System, Volume 2, 
User Manual 

Extensions of the Roadway Design System
Bridge Design 

Extensions of the Roadway Design System
Preliminary Location and Design Studies 

Extensions of the Roadway Design System
Final Report 

The purpose of this maintenance contract was to provide (1) program main

tenance and updating in the critical period when more designers would begin to use 

the system, (2) up-to-date maintenance documentation, (3) revised self-instruc

tional training materials, and (4) system enhancements as time permitted. In the 

fulfillment of the contract, the Texas Highway Department has performed the 

following work: 

1. The program maintenance which has been forwarded to the Federal Highway 

Administration at intervals throughout this contract is in the form 

of program corrections, deletions or additions. 

2. The program documentation has been upgraded to reflect the current 

1 
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version of the Roadway Design System. One reproducible copy of 

the documentation changes has been furnished. 

3. The self-instructional training materials that were prepared by 

Roy Jorgensen Associates, Inc., under FHWA Contract Number FH-11-7458 

have been revised and updated. A copy of the revised self-instructional 

training course ready for reproduction has also been furnished. 

4. Numerous system enhancements have been incorporated into RDS and 

these are detailed in this report. 
o 

2 

A general description of the changes in the program documentation is outlined 

in Section II of this report. Section III details the work accomplished on the 

self-instructional training materials. The system enhancements are given in 

Section IV and the changes in the user manual which reflect the various enhance

ments are detailed in Section V. 

The Roadway Design System has proven itsel f to be a versati·l e and useful tool 

to designers and the changes brought about under this contract have provided 

expanded capabilities to the users. 

'----
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II. Documentation 

The original version of the Roadway Design System (Version 3.0) which was 

developed under HPR Project 1-(6), 1-19-67-107 was transmitted to the Federal 

Highway Administration with thirteen volumes of documentation covering the system 

design and program documentation for each subroutine and common block used. 

The extensions to the Roadway Design System which were produced under Research 

Project 1-19-70-171 required major change in some of the RDS programs and files. 

These extensions resulted in Version 4.0. The changes were partially documented 

by the three Research Project 171 reports that were submitted following the 

release of this version of the system. A major purpose of this contract was to 

bring the remainder of the system documentation up-to-date to reflect Version 4.0 

of RDS. 

In updating the documentation, the original format was retained as well as 

<::. any information that did not change. Anyone familiar with the original documen

tation will have a working knowledge of the present system. Since there were many 

changes, the entire documentation was resubmitted. An indication of the changes 

is given below. 

Volume 1 contains the overall description of the RDS structure, the general 

description of the documentation structure, and a description and ~xample of the 

individual process documentation. The common blocks have had additions and 

deletions; therefore, their descriptions have been revised. Since there were 

changes to existing data forms and new ones were added, the general key punching 

instructions have been revised to reflect the current input forms. The overlay 

structure of Version 4.0 has undergone extensive changes which have enabled the 

enhancements' of the later version to be incorporated into the system with a 

3 
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smaller core requirement than the original version. These changes are reflected 

(~ in the Overlay Chart and Linkage Editor Map contained in the appendices to Volume 1. 

c 

-t ...... 

Volume 2 contains the user documentation for the system. The user documen

tation has been revised to reflect all the improvements and enhancements that have 

been incorporated into RDS by Research Project 171 and this maintenance contract. 

The changes and additions to the original user manual are detailed in Section V of 

this report. Research Report 171-1, "Extensions of the Roadway Design System

Bridge Design" has been added to Volume 2 as the user documentation for the bridge 

subsystem of RDS. 

The documentation for the individual processes in the system was originally 

contained in Volumes 3 through 12. With the additional routines which" have been 

added to the system due to enhancements, this documentation now requires 3 more 

volumes. These are 3 through 15. The basic format of this documentation remains 

unchanged. The Sample Problem is in the final volume which has changed from 

Volume 13 to Volume 16. This problem has been revised to run on Version 4.0 of RDS .• 

Example problems for the bridge routines are a part of Research Report 171-1 

which has been included in Volume 2. 
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III. Self-Instructional Training Materials 

The self-instructional training materials were originally prepared by Roy 

Jorgensen Associates, Inc., in cooperation with the engineering and development 

staff of the Automation Division of the Texas Highway Department. However, the 

training materials Roy Jorgensen developed were considered to be deficient and 

inadequate for use in either orientation or training of Texas Highway Department 

personnel. The decision was then made for the Division of Automation to revise and 

update these materials so that they would be adequate for training. 

The training material consists of three separate books which are a "Training 

Text", "Forms Book" and "Certification Exam". The general format of each of these 

books is given below. 

The Training Text is divided into five runs. In Run 1 a control traverse is 

established, and the angles and distances measured for this traverse are input. 

In Run 2 the designer establishes his horizontal alignments for the proposed 

roadway; in Run 3 he develops the terrain or original cross-section data and 

requests original ground profile plots from this terrain along the proposed align

ments. These are used in establishing his design profiles. In Run 4 the designer 

inputs the vertical alignments, roadway templates, side slopes, median templates, 

special ditch grades, compaction factors, and all the remaining design data. He 

also requests an earthwork design (which merges all his design data into a completed 

design cross-section), quantities and haul plots. In Run 5 the designer uses the 

earthwork design data and establishes right-of-way requirements, computes these 

right-of-way areas, and computes blue top staking and alignment relations needed for 

construction staking. 

The Forms Book contains the required input forms and frequently used tables 

and charts which explain selected functions of the system. 

5 
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The Certification Exam requests the designer to complete input forms to 

design a simple, two-lane roadway design, compute the right-of-way requirements, 

and request construction staking and blue top information. In addition to this he 

is asked pertinent questions concerning input and output .for the Roadway Design 

System. 

Many changes were made to all three books in order to improve their training 

value. The changes to each one are given below, and the Figures are in the 

appendix. 

The changes that were .made in the Training Text were very extensive and, 

therefore, they are listed by Run number .. Run 1 required only minor corrections 

and revisions. The changes made in Run 2 were extensive. The first of these was 

to completely replace the example problem which was used to introduce the designer 

to the command functions of the System. The example problem that was originally 

6 

in the text was an abstract example which represented a wagon when it was completed. 

A right-of-way problem was substituted which requested the designer to compute the 

area of the remainder for a parcel and also to compute the length of fencing 

required for the right-of-way line along this parcel. A portion of this problem is 

shown in Figures 1 through 3. In addition to being a more practical problem for 

road designers, this problem is unique in that it illustrates almost every geometry 

command provided by RDS but has practically no duplication of commands. A com

pletely new section for horizontal alignments was added to this run. This new 

section includes a thorough discussion of roadway equations. Experience has shown 

that there are three items about alignments that cause continuing problems to the 

user. These are the forward tangent, overlap equations, and gap equations. As a 

result of this an example problem was included which illustrates the input and 

output for these three items (Figures 4 and 5). 

There were only minor corrections and additions needed for Run 3. The most 

significant of these was the new Version 4.0 capabilities which are shown with 

respect to original and design profile plots (Figure 6). 
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Run 4 required very extensive modifications and in some cases the text had to 

be completely rewritten. These modifications are too extensive to discuss in 

detail; only the major areas of change will be mentioned. Pages 4-27 through 4-78 

were completely rewritten. These pages covered how to complete the design cross

section by linking roadway surfaces to one another or to natural ground. This 

includes the slope selection process and the median design process (Figures 7 

through 13). Another section was added (pages 4-97 through 4-101) to provide a 

thorough discussion of the earthwork request input form (Figures 14 through 18). 

Run 5 required only minor corrections and modifications. 

7 

In the Forms Book, Plates 11 through 29 contain a description of each geometry 

command and its function. Sketches are also included to illustrate the purpose of 

the commands. Corrections were made in many of the sketches and additional explana

tions were given with respect to the command and its function. Plate 34A was added 

(Figure 19). It tabulates the slope options for the template input form. Plate 37 

(~ ~ (Figure 20) which explains the superelevation and widening input form was revised 

to show the three different superelevation transition types. Plates 40 and 41 

(Figures 21 and 22) which illustrated the intercept codes of the medians were 

changed to provide sketches and additional information as to what action the program 

takes under different conditions. In addition to these changes, the revised input 

forms were inserted. 

The Certification Exam for this course was completely rewritten. In the 

original exam the designer merely filled in a few missing blanks on previously 

selected and partially completed input sheets. The project staff felt that 

upon completing this course the road designer should be able to use the Roadway 

Design System to complete an earthwork design. This is what the new exam asks the 

designer to do. A simple, two-lane roadway design is used for the roadway design 

problem, and all information required for the design is given. The designer is 

requested to select and complete 23 input forms in their entirety. He is also 

requested to answer 100 questions regarding the capabilities of the Roadway Design 
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System. In this way, he gains experience in using the System on a. typical roadway 

design. This is an open book exam and the designer may use any information at his 

disposal to complete it. This includes the Training Text and the Forms Book. 

Examples of the material in the exam are shown in Figures 23 through 32. 

These self-instructional training materials should provide an orientation and 

overall idea of the capabilities of this flexible roadway design system. A 

reproducible copy of this material has been forwarded to the Federal Highway 

Administration. 

8 
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IV. System Enhancements 

A number of enhancements were added to the system. Some of these caused 

changes in the user manual, and new data forms had to be 'prepared. The changes in 

the user manual are detailed in Section V. 

The enhancements to the system are as follows: 

+ The command instruction LMBR was added for entering a Lambert 

correction factor. When it is entered, all following input 

and output coordinates will be adjusted by the given factor. 

+ A plot field of 33 by 240 inches is now available for all 

command plotting. 

+ The plot field established by the automatic orientation 

option of the command APLT is now held so that other command 

plots can be superimposed on it. 

+ The command STAF was added. It will plot a plan view of 

roadway catch, crown and ditch points. This plot may be 

requested at given station limits for any combination of 

roadways A through F for right-of-way, drainage and other 

design features. All other command plots may be superim

posed on this plot. 

+ All options of each geometry command were tested and studied 

to determine if any errors resulted from the conversion of 

Version 3.75 to Version 4.0. Any errors were corrected 

and the program was retested. 

+- All commands that compute station offset and elevation will 

now compute the station and offset regardless of whether or 

not there is vertical and template data. 

9 



+ Two new cross-section input formats were added to the Terrain 

Edit and Store Process. One of these is a revised format of 

the original THD (Texas Highway Department) format which allows 

turning point data to be input in a format more compatible to 

the rest of the data. A column was added for entering a bias 

distance in thousands of feet for such areas as interchange 

design. The second new cross-section data format will be 

known as TEX. It allows for all data entry of station, offset, 

elevation, and.rod readings to one hundredth of a foot. 

+ A new input format has been added in the Terrain Edit and 

Store Process for deleting, at given cross-section stations, 

certain types of data from the station file. At any cross

section station any of the following may be deleted: the 

original cross-section~ the design cross-section, the final 

cross-section, the data for horizontal position of roadways 

A, B, C, D, or F, right-of-way and maximum slope data, and 

the hub data for hubs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 

+ The input format for the terrain header card was changed to 

read three additional print type columns. These columns 

are used to produce listings of the existing horizonta~ 

position data, right-of-way and maximum slope intercept data, 

and hub data. In addition, a print request format has been 

added to print station file data at given cross-section 

station limits. 

+ An input format has been added to interpolate or extrapolate 

a complete original cross-section at a given station using 

two existing original cross-section stations. 

10 
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+ A cross-section modification input format was added to the 

system. This allows the user to adjust the original or final 

cross-section by a given plus or minus distance, elevation or 

station change. It also allows the user to make a composite of 

the design section and that portion of the original section out

side of the design points. A similar composite may be made of 

originals and finals. The resulting sections of any of these 

composite sections may be punched or rewritten on tape as final 

or original cross-sections. 

+ Final cross-sections or final extensions now may be added to the 

station file for use in final volume calculations, and final and 

original cross-section plots. 

+ Input formats were developed to calculate final (as built) 

quantities. The user may input balance stations, bridge 

exceptions and added quantities and may then request final 

volume and haul calculations. 

+ The structure of the design data files was changed to accom

modate an extra 50 horizontal PIls for roadways A through G. 

This allows the user to have 100 PIls for each of these 

alignments. 

+ Previously, when ~~ of design data was updated all design 

data on the file was printed and all paged design data was 

repaged. This repaging took execution time and in many cases 

there were no changes to the paged data. This was revised so 

that when non-paged design data is updated, none of the paged 

design data will be repaged or printed if no changes were made 

to that data. 

11 
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+ A feature was added in earthwork design for using an original 

ground profile as a design profile for roadways A through F. 

This feature is especially useful in applications where an 

existing roadway is to be widened. 

+ A special slope option was added to the template input. This 

allows the designer to specify that the subgrade surface to 

be constructed is only parallel to the travel lane portion 

of the finished grade template. 

+ Programming changes were made so that the fill widening option 

in the fill selection table would widen the roadway template 

before building the variable slope. 

+ Revisions were made so that a connecting median would be 

inserted between two roadway crowns when a side slope pattern 

and a template pattern intersected or overlapped. In this 

case and in cases where two side slope patterns intersect, 

revisions were made to the program so that end areas for each 

roadway would always be calculated, and the correct roadway 

letter scheme would be retained. 

+ The profile plotting process was revised so that a more 

accurate original ground profile could be plotted alon~ an 

offset roadway's stationing. An addition was made for plotting 

an original ground profile at an offset distance to roadways 

A through F. 

+ A new capability was added to the profile plot routine to allow 

the user to request ditch profiles from the station file. A 

ditch profile may be plotted to the left or right of roadways 

A through F selecting the lowest elevation between the road

way's crown and catch point. Another profile plot may be 

12 
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requested which selects the lowest elevation between one 

roadway's crown and the adjacent roadway's catch point 

including the terrain outside of the limits of the catch 

points. For either type of profile plot, when a median is 

used, the low elevation will be selected between the two 

roadway crowns. 

Additional changes and revisions were made but are not listed here. Most of 

these are documented in the revisions to the user manual. 

-.---. 

13 
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v. User Manual Changes 

The changes in the User Manual (Volume 2 of the system documentation) are 

outlined below. The additional and corrected pages to the manual can be identified 

by (Revised 3/74) in the lower outside corner of each affected page. In addition 

all revisions and additions are marked by a bar along the outside edge of the page. 

The changes are described by chapter and are given on the following pages. 

Chapter 3 

The explanation of the use of the system card was revised and 

expanded to reflect the added bridge capabilities. 

Chapter 5 

In Chapter 5 the following changes were made: 

1. A section was added for the new command STAF. This command 

is used for plotting a plan view of a roadway's catch, crown 

and ditch points which are retrieved from the station file. 

2. A section was added for the use of the CONT command which 

will plot a roadway surface contour. This explanation is 

the same as the one on pages 42 and 43 of "Extensions of 

the Roadway Design System-Bridge Design" which is Research 

Report 171-1. 

3. All references to plot page dimensions of 29 and 168 inches 

were changed to 33 and 240 inches. 

4. Multiple revisions were made to reflect Version 4.0, to 

correct any errors and to expand on some explanations. 

Chapter 6 

This chapter was completely rewritten. The following revisions were made: 

1. A new discussion of the revised Terrain Header Input Form 

was included and data entry under each job type was discussed. 

14 
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2. Illustrations and discussions of data entry for the following terrain 

data forms were included: 

+ Terrain Input Form (THO) 

+ Terrain Input Form (TEX) 

+ Interpolated or Extrapolated Cross-Sections 

+ Station File Delete 

+ Print Request for Station File Data 

+ Construction Hub Data Input Form 

+ Cross-Section Modification 

3. A revised discussion of output was also included. 

Chapter 7 

The following changes were made to this chapter: 

1. A revised and expanded discussion on updating design data 

was included to more accurately explain the existingcapa

bil iti es. 

2. The store/recall feature explanation was revi sed. 

3. A discussion was added on the use of original ground as a 

design profile for earthwork design. 

4. A revised discussion was inserted on finished grade templates 

including new template slope option "FII which allows the 
, 

designer to specify that the subgrade surface to be con

structed is only parallel to the travel lane portion of 

the finished grade template. 

5. Multiple revisions were made to correct any errors, to 

reflect the Version 4.0 and to enhance explanations of 

'various features. 

Chapter 8 

The Chapter 8 changes were as follows: 

1. A revised discussion was inserted of profile plotting 



c 
including a section on requesting ditch profiles from data 

stored on the station file. 

2. A discussion was added on requesting ROW arrows to be plotted 

on cross-section plots. 

3. t1ultiple revisions were made to correct any errors, to 

reflect the Version 4.0 and to enhance explanations of 

various features. 

Chapter 9 

This chapter was added. It covers final volume and haul calculations 

and the necessary parameters to be used for data input. 

The new and revised data forms for Version 4.0 appear in the user manual as 

figures. 

16 
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The Roadway Design System (RDS) has been implemented and run in a production 

environment for about two years. In this time it has proven itself to be a flexible 

and versatile system which can be used in many areas of highway design and con

struction. It is the opinion of the authors that RDS has applications in other 

areas, either as now programmed or with minor revisions. Some of the areas where 

RDS has applications are: 

+ Earthen dam design 

+ Railroad roadbed design 

+ Channel earthwork calculations 

+ Airport runway grading and earthwork calculations 

+ Numerous geometric applications 

Areas that need to be explored for future enhancements to RDS include the 

(~ following: 
~ 

+ Interactive graphics 

+ Bridge subsystem refinements 

+ Additional modifications for preliminary location and design 
studies 

+ Automated cost tabulations 

+ Evaluation of level of service, operation costs, noise pollution 
and air pollution 

It is felt that a forum such as a user group should be established to provide 

a continuing communication on common problems. In this way, any modifications and 

enhancements made by various users could be exchanged. 

---

17 
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Working with Commands 

Try using commands to compute and plot the remainder on the left of the centerline for the right of way parcel shown 

below. Also compute the length of fencing required to fence the left right of way line along this parcel. 

_---:o~-150' Lt. of station 15+65.13 
Point 1 

Given: + Alignment "A" previously stored. 

+ The total parcel is 500' square. 

+ Point 1 is 150' left of station 15+65.13. 

+ Bearing of northeast boundary is N430 30'W 

+ R.O. W. limits as shown. 

Find: The remaining area on the left and the length 

of r:tew fencing required. 

This problem will give you a basic introduction to the use of Commands. A more detailed look at Commands will be given 

later in this chapter and in Run 5. 
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PONT 

I 

Here's how to 80 it, step by step. 

Step Store the first point. Select the command and enter it on the input form. PONT is the correct command. 

It is on Plate 19 (Forms Book) and stores the point like this. 

2-7 

CARD 
COMMAND 

X - COORDINATE Y-COORDINATE RADIUS, OFFSET, BEAR, AZ, OR SKEW 

NO. A B C D E F OR CORRECTION OR STATION DISTANCE, ETC. • DEG MIN SEC E 
s w 

I II I~ 1314 15 16 I 16 19 20 1222 4 5 26 7 1.32 .33 4 36 7 4 414 44 474 I 5 4 6 8 61 62 3 6 6 67 68 70 71 7 7 747 7 77 767 8C 

I eM N T 5/ ~R £ p~ IN IT I 
2 P(} N T I A /5 65 . / :3 -/ 50. 

-- j - - ---

Comments are optional. Put them any place you feel that they may be useful. N 
o 
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CURV 

Step Next, store a curve (line) from point 1 along a N430 30'W bearing. Use the CURV command -- input option II. 

You wi II find it on Plate 14. It wi II work because a line is considered a curve. Follow the directions and enter 

the command here: 

CARD x- COORDINATE Y- COORDINATE RADIUS, OFFSET, BEAR, AZ, OR SKEW 
COMMAND 

OR CORRECTION OR STATION DISTANCE, ETC. • [ NO. A B C D E F s DEG MIN SEC w 

10' II 12 13 14 15 16 1718 19 2021 22 24 252 7 I 4135 6 738 13S 4 414 44 45 i'i6 47 I 4 6 7 6 61 2 3 646 6 676 970 71 7 7 74 7 7677 7 79 

U- I e'M N T ST 0R IE P0 I NT / 
i 2 ip~ 'IV T I ~ 15 65 · I 3 -I 50. 

The form looks like this: 

- .. -
CARD X- COORDINATE Y-COORDINATE RADIUS, OFFSET, BEAR, AZ, OR SKEW 

COMMAND 
NO. A B C D E F OR CORRECTION OR STATION DISTANCE, ETC. • DEG MIN SEC 

[ 
s w 

10 " 12 13 14"5116 17 I I 21 4 5 I 4 7 4 414 4 47 I 4 6 61 364 6 6 6 6 70 71 727 74 7 77 lJ; 79 

I ir iM iJ\j IT SIT fbB E p~ 1/11. T I 
2 p~ iN T I ~ 15 6-5 • 1 3 - 1 50· 
3 ..... MN T S IT (f)R IE cu ~ V£ 10 
f4. Ir UR V I 10 'tV ~ 3 30 ~ 

1-
preliminary sketch looks like this: 

<jI 
~o (2J 
~ 

For easy reference, circle stored ~~ . o ~<D . 
poi nts and box stored curves wi th 

~52~ an arrow for the stored direction 
like this -- I 

Your 

Hint 

CD [@}+ · 
~ 
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P .1. # 1 -- -.. ...... 'ge",. 

X=30000 
Y=30000 

Example Problem 

~ ~ 
COLL 
11./-0 
MO 

Gap ~ ~ 
Equation ~ ~ ~ 

~ It') + 
~~ . . 
t-t-. . 
I:l..I:l.. 

o 
2-41 

*NOTE: The Program Automatically 
Assigns New Station Numbers. 

Give: Back Station and 

Coordinates 

of P .1. # 3 

Give: Station of P. T., 

Forward Tangent, 

and Coordinates 

of P .1. #1 

Give: Radius and 

Coordinates 

of P .1. # 2 

P .1. #2 
X=30800 
Y=29600 
R=1432.94 

Overlap 

. EqUation~ 
P.I.# 4 
X=32200 
Y=29550 

This is the input to describe the alignment. 

R 
0 DEGREE 
A P.I. BEG. RADIUS 
0 STATION STA. OF CURVE OR 
W NO. 
A 1.0. FORWARD TANGENT 
y DEG MIN SEC 

I II 12 I 14 I I 17 I I I 4 31 2 4 7 4 4142 

015 K: 1 37 1 " 1~2 If IT 4 05 l3 3 
e 2 14 32 94-
C 3 50 1 '.7 ~ 
~~-~~, ~ 5 0 O~08 , .": . - .. _- ,-"-'-- "" 

,~J_ 

Now let's look at the output. 

SPIRAL 

IN OUT X 

4 4 474 95C 1152 45 156 7 8 

~O O() Q 

l3 08 00 

31 600 

31 200 

P. I. COORDINATES 

Y 

I 646 7 69,7C 

3K? 00 0, 
2-"'1 600 

29 600 
2'1 15 SO 

Give: Station and 

Coordinates 

of P.I 0 # 4 

GEOM. RND 
POINT BRG 
STOR. OR 

NUMBER HOLe 

7 7 7 74 7 76 777 8e 

N 
N 
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HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT PROCESS 
CONTROL 1234 SECTION 568 

••• DESIGN DATA ••• 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT LIST 
FOR ROADWAY C 

COMPUTATIONS BASED ON ARC DEFINITION 

P.I. 

1 

¢ 31+16.3200 

Begin Station 

38+61.1459 

PI 

PT 

PC 

~ Forward Tangent 

405.3300 T 

S 63 26 5.82 E 

338.2112 T 

489.0912 FEET 

OCT 31. 1913 
COUNTY & HIGHWAY - SMITH CO US 81 

Coordi nates of 
Beginning P.I. ~ 

X " ~ y 

30000.0000 30000.0000 

30362.5382 29818.7309 

30491.4410 29751.2195 

2 42+05.4112 PI 3 59 54.5 0 26 33 54.2 IT 664.3192 l 1432.9400 R 30800.0000 29600.0000 

45+31.5251 PT 

45+50.0012 AHEAD • 

338.2112 T 

~ 
31138.2112 29600.0000 

EQUATION Gap Equation 

. ~~ 
Bearing and distance from P.I, #2 to P. I. #3 

3 50+11.130~ PI 

= 10048+98.0003 AHEAD 

N 90 0 0.0 E 800.0000 FEET 

It.. • Delta angle 
it 45 49.1 RT 

EQUATI~ • • 
Overlapping equation 

S 85 14 10.89 e 602.0191 FEET 

.. '" Ending Statio~ 
10055+00.0800 

31600.0000 29600.0000 

32200.0000 29550.0000 
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PROFILE PLOTS 

As many as five profile plots (original, design, or any combination of original and design) may be requested between the same 

stati on Ii mi ts. 

The station limits (FROM STATION and TO STATION) may be referenced to any roadway but the data input and the plotted 

output may differ according to the selected reference roadway. The table below shows the differences. 

Reference Original Design 
Roadway Profiles Profiles Remarks 

G (Terrain At offset distances and along Along previously defined Profi I es drawn are pro-
Roadway) previously defined roadways roadways only jected to the plane of 

Blank assumes G the baseline (alignment G) 

A-F Only along the centerline Along the centerline of True profile plots of the 
(Roadways used in Of1Fi'e referenced roadway the referenced roadway design vertical align-
earthwork design) or at an offset distance ments are plotted 

from that roadway 

H-Z Not available Same as A-F Same as A-F 
(Roadways not avai l-
ab I e for earHi'work 
design) 
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Completing the Design Cross-S~ction 

Now you have learned to describe the surface of roadways and how to modify the surfaces by superelevating and widening. 

Next you need to know how to complete the design cross-section by linking roadway surfaces to one another or to original ground. 

Study the illustrations below. 

original ground ~ MEDIAN 

--.- ~./,~ --

---------------------

The design section is incomplete. 

Adjacent roadways may be linked by 
MEDIANS--This will be discussed later. 

The remaining crowns can be linked to the 
original ground by SIDE SLOPE PATTERNS. 

Now the design section is complete. 

It should be clear that complete design sections are made up of ROAD SURFACES, MEDIANS, and SIDE SLOPE PATTERNS. 

Which one is not always present? If you answered "MEDIANIJ, you're right. 
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Now let's see if we can put it aU together. 

Here is the complete information on three SIDE SLOPE PATTERNS. 
30 1 
Lr-Q T 

0.5 6 

6' 

999.9' 

FILL PATTERN 
No Fill Widening 

14+76 

FIRST INTERCEPT HERE 

999.9' 

CUT PATTERN 3 

PATTERN 2 Bench Tolerance = 7' 

MAXIMUM CATCH FOR ALL PATTERNS IS 100' FROM TEMP. ct. 
MINIMUM CAT9H FOR ALL PATTERNS IS THE SHOULDER POINT. 

Pattern 2 I 55+13 Pattern 3 83+90 
~--------~~~~--------------CUT-------------I------~~~~----------~I 

12+50 
I Pattern 1 '-----------------FILL 

--------------ROADWAY D--CENTERLlNE-----------------

12+50 
I ..... ------------.-------FILL Pattern 1 

12+50 Pattern 2 88+20 
I ..... ------------------~~~~----------CUT----------------------------------------------~I 

FIRST fill out the CUT/FILL Slope Table on the next page -- Use the letters shown for the segments for convenience. 

THEN enter the patterns on the SLOPE SELECTION input form. 
I'\) 
en 
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I VERT. VERT. VERT. VERT. 
N WIDTH 

DIST. 
SLOPE WIDTH SLOPE WIDTH 

DisT. 
SLOPE WIDTH 

DIST. 
SLOPE 

0 DIST. 
E 
X 

A 8 C 0 
10111 I 1.:)I'IJi 11;>'1 1!:I1191~0 211221232425 2627128129 031 32 33 3'113:>1; 6 7,~ 3941)141 421'13 44j451""'I'Uj481'1~1:ll,II~ I p<:i5~4 5:>1~6 61 626364 

315 A 1 ~ 1 1 ~ I II ! 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ II I ~ 1 1 ~ I 1 ~ 1 I I ~ 1 1 ~ . II ~ II 1 ~ 1 
L-FILL TABLE 

.-CUT TABLE 

A B c o 

..I 
R C ..I W R MAX. MIN. 
0 L 

<X1l: U E 0 
A Irlw J:Z F DIST. DIST. WI/I Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw 

BEGIN END OR Il:m u<X xw 0Q. OQ. OQ. Q:5 OQ. oQ. OQ. Q:5 0 .... ~ ZIl: FROM FROM -Q. -0 i=g i=g i=g i=g -0 
STATION STATION R ww lLo .... ..1 .... ..1 li::..J .... ..1 

W w:::l M CENTER- :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 
A B Il:Z m..J CENTER- ci..J 01/1 

l? 
0 A zl/I 

Y F .... X LINE LINE 1/1 
10111 12 13 1415 1617 18 19 12( 21 2 24 526 27 8 9 13C 31 3.2 ~~ 34 536 37383 041 ~4 444 46 47484 5051 253 5455 5657 5859 60 6162 6364 

4i5 

L~k at the next page to see if you did it right. 

.. 

VERT. 
WIDTH 

DIST. 
SLOPE 

E 
65661':1' 6869 071 721[ 4751[677 

1 ~ 1 I ~ I II ~ I 

Zw Zw ZW Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw QQ. OQ. OQ. OQ. QQ. QQ. QQ. QQ. 
.... g i=g i=g -0 .... 0 .... 0 li::g li::g .... ..1 Q...J 
:51/1 :51/1 :51/1 :51/1 Q...J 01/1 01/1 01/1 01/1 

• 
65 6 6768 6970 71 72 73747 7677 7879 80 
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I VERT. VERT. VERT. VERT. 
N WIDTH 

DIST. 
SLOPE WIDTH SLOPE WIDTH 

DIST. 
!lLOPE WIDTH 

DIST. 
SLOPE 

0 DIST. 
E 
X 

A B C 0 
Il/JJI L< I l'IiI '11~1 It! II~ 1~0 21 r~2~;l~4 25 26r.:7!;28r.:9l.1l, 31 32 43 61",38 39 41J141 4~I'I3 4'11'15 461'171'1"'14950151 52 5~15415:>156 :>1:l1596 61 626~164 

315 A 1 ~ 1 13J.OI 1 1-I'~aO 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1~119~1 1 1-I2.!.OIO 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~ I 
L-FILL TABLE 

.--CUT TABLE 

A 

-.J 
R C -.J W R MAX. MIN. 
0 ;30:: u E 0 
A L ww :x:Z F DIST. DIST. wen Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw zw Zw 

BEGIN END OR 0::10 u<t xw Oa. Oa. Oa. Oa. Oa. Oa. oa. Oa. 
0 .... :::;: zo:: FROM FROM -a. f=O f=g f=g f=g f=g f=g f=g f=g STATION STATION R ww U. o a.-.J W w::> M CENTER- CENTER- g,en g,en g,en g,Vl g,en g,en g,Vl B o::z ID...J . ...J oen 
A 

f:? 
0 A ~en 

y F l- X LINE LINE en 
1011 12 13 1415 16 17 1819 12( 21 22 24 5 627 28 29 13C 31 32 3334 3536 3.7311 39 0 41 243 44 4 46 7484 5152 53 54 55 5657 5859 60 6162 6364 

415 ~ 12 ~ 000 e G 'S 3, 0 b i.t:" B~ I J I 000 ~ 1£ Ir 

ID 14 l7 61O 0 l5 ~ } 3. lO KJ ~ L 02 IT I 00 lo 13 I) ID ~ V-J D lo'"' ~ 
r. ~ 5 13 00 81~ f} ala oc LO ~. 7T 10 0 i(J 2 £ iI-I BP ,€Q 
f) 12 50 00 88 2 00 or ~IC 2 

r-.... 

Did you get it right? Good. If not, go back and review. 

4-57 

WIDTH 
VERT. 

o 1ST. 
SLOPE 

E 
6:>166167 68691 0171 7273174 75 76 77 

1 ~ 1 Ili~O 1 1-14~OIO 

Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Zw Oa. Oa. Oa. oa. Qa. oa. Qa. 
f=g i=g f=g f=g 1-0 f=o h:g a....J a....J g,en g,en g,en g,en oen OVl oen 

6566 6768 6970 7172 7374 7 76 77 78 

Zw 
Qa. 
h:9 Oen 

7980 

N 
co 
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Defining a Retaining Wall With Medians 

Here is a sample median design. 

+ Two adjacent roadways extend from baseline station 35-K>0 to station 65+00. 

+ The two roadways require a retaining wall to be built between them. 

+ This retaining wall is to be located at a known horizontal and vertical distance from the right roadway. 

Roadway A ...-r====:t=====r l' 
l' 

crown~~ 
20' 

It's described by the input on the next page. 

1------1 

Roadway B 

30' 

() 
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This input covers the median design shown on the previous page. 

DISTRICT RES. NO. 
ROAD DESIGN SYSTEM 

SHEET 
CONTROL 8 

SECTION I.P.E. PROJ. DATE 
CO. HWY. MEDIAN DESIGN INPUT FORM PREPARED 

I RD 
I :3 4 

R! R >->- ... 0 LEFT ROADWAY RIGHT ROADWAY 0 0 :!::!: 
A BEGINNING A ENDING 

00 w..Jp 
a: a: ~;;tT 0 

STATION 
0 

STATION f-f- a:ul SEGMENT I SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3 I I SEGMENT 3 SEGMENT 2 
W W LLI ~~O N N 
A A W(!) HOR. VERT. HOR. VERT. HOR. VERT. T T HOR. VERT. HOR. VERT. 
Y Y ..J- (/) N a: DIST. DIST. DIST. DIST. DIST. DIST. C C DIST. DIST. DIST. DIST. 

Il.llJI 12 : 14 I 16 17 I I ! 22 6 28 il 31 32 3~e~ ~6 3, 3839 4114 43 44~~6 74 '49 0 I!).< 5 5 556 5859 Eo 61 263'64'6 667'010 Z:3JP-# 510 IG ~ l5 ro 00 0<; 6S cO 00 OA 801/ O~ J {J ZQO 10 

,---. ! 

No intercept codes were needed. 

For the .resulting median design, look at the next page. 

OF 

BY 

SEGMENT I 

HOR. VERT. 

DIST. DIST. 
7475 I.E. I1 78f1j!lQ 

6 0 -flO 
- c-' r 

L. .. _.L.~. 

w 
o 
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The resulting median will be formed by the intersection of segment 2 of Roadway A with segment 2 of Roadway B. Both were 

defined longer than needed to insure intersections as the horizontal and vertical distances between the roadways change. 

Two of the resulting medians are below: 

Roadway B Crown 

40+00 
7.0' 

15.2' 

~ 
Roadway A 

Crown ~ 13.8' 

. Roadway A 
Crown 

If you're not sure you understood --

+ using MINUSES -- turn to page 4-62. 

+ . the INTERCEPT CODE -- turn to page 4-64. 

25.2' 

Roadway B 
C Crown 

60+00 

4-73 

w ..... 
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REQUESTI NG EARTHWORK 

Let's consider what we've done in Run 4. 

We have: 

+ Established profi Ie grades on each design roadway 

+ Established template shapes and where they are used 

+ Applied superelevation arid widening modifications to the road surfaces 

+ Defined side slope patterns and indicated where they apply at the sides of each roadway 

+ Defined median patterns where applicable 

+ Defined volume parameters and design exceptions. 

In Run 2 we established horizontal alignments to position the design roadways. 

The Earthwork Request Input Form 

We can merge all this data and complete the earthwork design with the Earthwork Request Input Form. 

Flip the page to see the form. 

4-97 

W 
N 
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DISTRICT RES. NO. SHEET OF 
CONTROL a ROAD DESIGN SYSTEM 

I.P.E. PROJ. DATE SECTION 

I I I 
co. HWY. EARTHWORK REQUEST INPUT FORM PREPARED BY R 

I 5 6 

HORIZONTAL POS- ROW EARTH VOLUME a HAUL CALCULATIONS CONSTRUCTION AUXILIARY 
r a WORK VOL- ROADWAYS LIST HAUL HAUL FROM TO ITION CALCULATION STAKING REPORT LISTINGS 

MAX. pESIGN UMES INCLUDED EVEN ~TOr& PLOT, 
H BASELINE BASELINE YES ROADWAYS SLOPE ( YES (YES IN STAT- INT jolGlTAL YES ROADWAYS U 

STATION STATION OR INCLUDED OR OR VOLUME 
IONS ( YES ( YES 

OR INCLUDED B INTCP. ONLY OR OR 
NO A B C D E F WPDATE NO ) NO l A B C D E F VOLUME NO ) NO l NO A B C D E F ~ 

9 10111 12 1314 I 1617 I 19 122 23 4 2 2 8 9 3132 3 34 ~~ 36 3 38 94C 14 4 4 474 4~ loe 151 154 5 6 7 5 59 60 6162 636 6 66 7f;F 69 7 71 7273 7475 7677 78798 

EIRlwlK 

~---------~---------------------------------------~-----------------.. ----------WHERE WHAT 

This form is similar to the others you have studied. It requests that you enter the station limits (WHERE) and then tell WHAT you 

want done by answering YES or NO. 

WHERE 

WHAT 

+ From baseline station -- To baseline station 

+ Horizontal Position Calculation (Yes or No) 

+ R.O.W. and Max.Slope INTCP. Update (Yes or No) 

+ Earthwork DeSign (Yes or No) 

+ Volumes (Yes or No) 

+ Haul Plot (Yes or No) 

+ Construction Staking Report (Yes or No) 

Now let's discuss the form column by colulT'n. 

w 
w 
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FROM BASELINE STATION - TO BASELINE STATION 

This is the WHERE for the WHAT requested on the right side of the form. 

HORIZONTAL POSITION CALCULATION 

A YES in the HORIZONTAL POSITION CALCULATION column on the earthwork request form and an X for the roadways to be 

designed will provide the computation, storage and output of skew, distance and stati on for each design roadway at each cross

secti on stati on. 

This process is required in order to locate each design roadway with respect to the terrain centerline • 

Cross-Section 
Station 

Design Alignment 

4-99 

Terrain ~ 
Distance along 
Cross-Section 

Q) 
u 
c 
c 

Baseline (Alignment G) 
Terrain Centerline 

CROSS-SECTION VIW PLAN VIEW. 

" 

-III 0-

o -Q) 

c!! ..... 
o 

Offset Station 
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R.O.W. & MAXIMUM SLOPE INTCP. UPDATE 

A YES in the R.O.W. and Max. Slope Intcp. Update column will use data input on the R.O.W. and Max. Slope Input form 

to compute and store R.O. W. and Max.Slope Intercept distances at each cross-section station. 

EARTHWORK DESIGN 

A YES in this column causes the computation and storage of the design cross-section at each ~errain station. It also computes 

and stores separately the cut and fill end areas for each designed roadway. 

VOLUMES 

A YES in this column along with an X in the appropriate column for each roadway to be included will provide a tabulation 

of the earthwork quantities. If you leave the columns under roadways used in volume computations blank, all roadways 

will be included in the tabulation. 

W 
01 
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If you want a tabulation that lists only even stations, put a YES in the LIST EVEN STATIONS ONLY column. 
! 

A YES in the appropriate HAUL PLOT columns will produce a printer or digital haul plot. 

CONSTRUCTION STAKING REPORT 

A YES in this column along with an X for the roadways to be included and the reference hub number will 

give you a construction staking report • 

c.o 
I: 
"1 Nothing hard about that. 
t!) 

Now let's complete the EARTHWORK REQUEST INPUT FORM for your SH 55, Edwards County job. 

() 
4-101 
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Selecting Slope Options on the Template Input Form PLATE 34A 

SELECTING SLOPE OPTIONS ON THE TEMPLATE INPUT FORM 

USE RESULTS 

When no option is required Slopes will be bui It exactly as indicated 

To override superelevation Slopes with this option will not be modified 
by superelevation 

To define vertical slopes or The slopes with this option will be 
trench slopes horizontal distance and the distance 

vertical distance of 1 
that accompanies this slope will be a 
vertical distance. Also, this slope 
will not be modifi ed by supereleYation. 

w ....... 
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CONTROL a 
SECTION 

I R 01 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 

R 
0 
A 
0 STATION 
w 
A 
Y 

lOT I I I I 

210 

12 13 1415 1617 1819 

DISTRICT RES. NO. 
!.P.E. PROJ. 
CO. HWY. 

B L ~ 
A 
N s 

TRANS 0 SUPER o + 
LENGTH R RATE R b 

N 

T 
y 

E R ~ 
I 

I 

2021 2223 2425 2627 2829 3 31 323 

Superelevation & Widening Input Fom() LA TE 37 ~ 

ROAD DESIGN SYSTEM 
SHEET ___ OF __ _ 
DATE ________ _ 

SUPERELEVATION a WIDENING INPUT FORM PREPARED BY ___ _ 

Superelevation Transition Type 

Transition of all segments of the 
roadway template occurs simul
taneously around designated pivot 
points to provide smooth transitions. 
Three options are available for 
controlling crown lines. The effect 
of these on outside crowns is shown 
schematically below: 

Option 

1 

2 

3 

'[l/a. 

R 
0 
A 
0 
W 
A 
y 

I II 12 I 

215 

i2 13 

STATION 

14 r., I~ I I~ TCi ~r:>1 

. 

.. 
I 

I 

1415 16 17 1819 021 

ci B 
:2 

1-0:: 
(!) WIDEN- Zw TRANS Wm 0 :2 :::!;:::!; R Z ING (!)::::> LENGTH 
w ~z a 
§: 

E 

2 4 6 282 31 32 3 13'1 

I 
! I 
I i 

i 

I I 
I 

2223 2425 2627 2829 3031 3233 34 

w 
00 
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Selecting Intercept Codes When The Medians Do Not Intercept PLATE 40 

SELECTING INTERCEPT CODES WHEN THE MEDIANS DO NOT INTERCEPT 

INtC Code of 
Roadway B 

Blank 

1 

2 

3 

Computer Action 

The last segment of the median pattern at the 
lowest elevation is connected to the crown 
point of the other roadway. 

The lost segment of the median pattern at the 
lowest elevation is connected to segment 1 of 
the other pattern. 

The last segment of the median pattern at the 
lowest elevation is connected to segment 2 of 
the other pattern. 

Th~ last segment of the median pattern at the 
lowest elevation is connected to segment 3 of 
the other pattern. 

Median Design 

, ~l , h' ~~ .. ~~, ;. , :; 
~~'I: ' ..... _-- _/ 

'ii: _____ ~ 

, , , 
Seg. 3 

==:O=O=="l~~ , 

'Il '-----
'I: 

'Il 

, 
" 

'Il: ____ ... 

Seg. 3 

==r=o=='="'<.. ' 
"""'Il ' 

S'CJ> 'Il'll 

Roadway B 

. ~~ ----
Segment 3 on A is 
deleted to eliminate 
overlap. 

.J' 
~ ~ .. ~ 
~~ \T , '---

Segments.2 and 3 on A " 
ore deleted to eliminate '-----
overlap. 
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INrC Code of 

Roadway A 

Blank 

1 

2 

3 

o () 
Selecting Intercept Codes When The Medians Intercept PLATE 41 

SELECTING INTERCEPT CODES WHEN THE MEDIANS INTERCEPT 

Computer Action 

The first intersection of the median 
patterns controls. 

The intersection on segment 1 of 
Roadway A controls • 

The intersection on segment 2 of 
Roadway A controls. 

The intersection on segment 3 of 
Roadway A controls. 

Median Design 

... Blank 

1 ...... 

.... 2 

Roadway A 

When the segment has more than one intersection as segment 3 shows, the first intercept on the higher median pattern controls. 
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Strategy is important when using RDS because of its versatility. If you have provided sufficient information to RDS you can 

make RDS requests in any sequence. 

Therefore, you should always be aware of what information you have stored in previous runs and you should develop a logical 

sequence of storing required information. 

Number the following in the proper sequence for RDS based on what previous information i.s required. 

Request earthwork design. 

Obtain and store cross-section data • 

Request earthwork quantiti es. 

Reduce and store traverse data. 

Input the remaining design data (vertical alignment, templates, medians, etc.). 

-- Use terrain intercepts to determine R. O. W. requirements. Then use commands to obtain R. O. W. areas. 

Request terrain profiles to use in determining the design vertical alignments. 

Use the original traverse and commands to locate the baseline and the roadway alignments. 
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Questions 

1. Find and list the requested values from this output. 

HORllONTAL ALIGNMENT LIST 

882.1535 T 2797332.1268 

lQ2+80.4121 PI 2 0 0.0 0 1711.5150 L 2864.7890 R 2196572.9549 273548.8774 

201+0Q.1137 PT 882.1535 T 2796198.0136 214347.3846 

Degree of curve , Radius , Delta angle , 
--------~ ---------------~ -------~--------------. 

Tangent length , Length of curve 
------------------ ---------------------

2. Overlapping equations are eliminated by adding to the ahead stations. 
--------------------

3. For alignments with no equations, only the PI requires an entry in the station field. -------------
4. The PI's for an alignment may be defined by entering X,Y coordinates or a previously stored 

--------------------

5. Horizontal curves are defined by entering either the degree of curve or a 
-------------------
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Questions 

1. The station label increment must be an even multiple of the _______ increment. 

2. Tangent bearing labels may be eliminated from an alignment plot by placing a ____ in column _____ • 

3. The command will cause a line to be plotted through a specified series of previously stored points. -------
4. The command establishes a new plotting field. ------
5. Find and list the requested values from this output. 

"'TI 
-'. GENERAL GEC~ETRV PR(lCESS JAN 03, lq14 

ceNTROL 0113 SECTICN 13T COUNTY & HIGHkAV - TRAVIS lOOP 360 
GENERAL GEOMFTRV LIST 

CO~MflND t. B C D E F X-COORDINATE V-COORDINATE RAD IUS, OFF SET ELEV. BEAR,AZ,SKEW STORE 
OR CORRECTION OR STATION DISTANCE,ETC. D M S 

****GEOMETRV TC SET UP AXIS 

8RDS 10 50 lOCO 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
2H9051.8012 2120B1.8855 9044.8803 0.0 t..: 15 31 21.91 \II SC 1000 

P'1NT 1000 0 0 0 G 0 0.0 16500.0000 -2800.0000 0 0 0.0 
219153Q.1102 26Q12 3.1649 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 SP 1000 

, 
The bearing and distance from point 10 to point 50 are , feet. 

--------------~ ------------
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AI I you need to define the vertical alignments for Roadways A and B is shown on this page. 

Roadway A 

Roadway B 

PI 1 
Station 164+{)0 

Elev. = 810.00' 
LVe =0 

PI 1 

PI2 
Station 194+30 
Elev. = 736.50' 
LVe = 1200' 

Station 264+{)0 
Elev. = 810.00' 

LVe =0 

PI2 
Station 299+70 
Elev. = 720.20' 
LVe = 1200' 

PI3 
Station 217+23 
Elev. = 712.87' 
LVe = 1200' 

PI5 
Stati on 10277+00 

PI
4 Elev. = 610.50' 

-
~ ________ ~LV~e~=O 

Station 241+40 
Elev. = 628.27' 
LVe = 1000' 

PI3 
o Station 321+20 

Elev. = 708.97' 
LVe = 1200' PI5 

Stati on 378+00 
PI 4 0 Elev. = 609.58' 
Station 341+40~--___ L!:.:V~e~= 0 
Elev. = 628.27' 
LVe = 1000' 

=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::; 
}}}~ Select the properform and complete it. }~{ 

t?r~ ,Number it 9 of 23. ~II 
"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::.:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::~:~:.~:~: 

() 
13 
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Input the data shown below to define the shape and location of the subgrade roadway templates. 

4' 

164+00 
12' 

Roadway A Profile Grade Point Roadway B 

( 
Centerline Point 

\ left Pivot Point 
Right Pivot Point 

6' 12' 12' 
HOR. 

12' 12' 6' 
VERT. 
+.0001 
../ 

+.02 -.02 

Profile Grade Point 
12' Centerline Point 

I left Pivot Point 

~ Right Pivot Point 

::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~;.;.:.;.;.;.;.;.;';';';';";;~~:;:";:;:;:::;:;::::::::::::::::::'l::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::: Select the proper form and comp ete It. :::::::::::: 
~:~:~:~:;:~. :~:~:~:~:~:~ .:.:.:.:.;. Number It 10 of 23 :.:.:.:.:.:. 
:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

12' 

4' 

12' 

() 
15 

e' .1264+00 
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Here are the patterns for cuts and fills and the station limits where they apply. 

Extend m~imum of 5' -.--: 
to make intersection -~r-' --=:::======:!*1' 

30' 

'1' 6: 1 " 8' Flat 

Stati on Li mi ts 

164+00 - 228+50 

264+00 - 328+50 

--. 
0 . 
0 

J 
I 

10: 1 + 

Repeat these two 
segments unti I an 
intersection is made. 

Roadway Side 

A 

B 

Left 

Right 

6: 1 

i , 

8' Flat 

Station Limits 

228+50 - 10277+00 

328+50 - 378+00 

Roadway 

A 

B 

() 

Side 

Left 

Right 

21 

999' 
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7' 9991 • 

"T'I ..... 

Use this data to define your fill slopes for both sides of Roadway A and B from beginning to end. 
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Questions 

1. To describe slopes that go down, you input slope ratios and 
-------------------- ---------------------vertical distances. 

2. The last slope of every slope pattern must be a slope. 
--------------------

3. The last slope of every slope pattern should have a large ---------- to insure 
-----------------an intercept with the terrain. 

4. The hinge point for every slope pattern is located at the end of the fixed slope. 
-------------------
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Now that the design is complete, the next step is usually to calculate the right-of-way. Compute and plot the 

alignment and the right-of-way area shown in the sketch below. Assign geometry point and curve numbers as shown below. 

Refer to the baseline alignment on page 8 for needed radius lengths. 

HI NT: Use automatic ori entation on the alignment to set up the plotting field with a plot scale of 111=200'. 

~_"'Polnt 

200.00 
• 21 I· I ... Parcel No. 23 ,.. 

': tus.DD 2100 00 

.: 

x-1~ co (6) .. 

X X X X X 
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Questions 

. 
1. There are four commands that can be used to store lines or circles. They are CURV, _____ ..... ' ______ " 

and ------
2. The command is used to intersect a previously stored curve with an alignment. ------

3. The command will compute the station, offset and elevation of a previously stored point. -------
4. The command computes tangent points on previously stored curves. ------

5. When using the AREA command a --------------- is input when a segment area is -------------
to be subtracted from the computed area. 

37 
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